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Examining manufacturing employment
change at the four-digit level makes
us aware of a couple of surprising

2004 annual average employment data shows
New Hampshire is on the rebound
Annual averages for 2004 covered employment have recently been
released. In comparison to the prior year’s annual average, 2004 private
employment showed an increase of 1.8 percent. This is the ﬁrst year since
the 2001 recession that the state experienced an over-the-year increase in
private employment. In
Total Private Employment, New Hampshire Statewide
addition, this is also the
ﬁrst time since the recession that Manufacturing
had not seen the largest net decline in jobs
among the 21 industry
sectors. Over-the-year
2003 to 2004, Transportation and warehousing
lost more than 250 jobs,
equivalent to two percent of its employment
base.
After a couple of years with declines, the Professional and technical service sector has come back with a strong growth of four percent from 2003
to 2004, adding more than 1,000 jobs to the New Hampshire economy.
If you would like to ﬁnd more detailed information on 2004 covered employment data in New Hampshire, go to http://www.nhes.state.nh.us/
elmi/covempwag.htm.
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details. Two of the high-tech manufacturing industry groups gaining the
most employment from 2003 to 2004
were among the high-tech industries
that lost signiﬁcant numbers of jobs
in the aftermath of the 2001 recession.
From 2000 to 2003, Semiconductor and
electronic component manufacturing
lost half of its employment from about
13,000 workers to approximately 6,600.
Electronic instrument manufacturing
did not experience as sharp a decline
from 2000 to 2002, and this industry
group has, since then, been on an increase. From 2003 to 2004 this industry
group increased by more than 500 jobs,
the most of any of the manufacturing groups, and Electronic instrument
manufacturing is now at an employment level close to its pre-2001 recession level of more than 7,500 jobs. It is
likewise good news that another hightech manufacturing industry group,
Electrical equipment manufacturing,
after losing 300 jobs from 2001 to 2003,
added 55 jobs from 2003 to 2004. This
industry group accounted for 798 jobs
in 2004.
By adding 287 jobs over-the-year 2003
to 2004, Forging and stamping close to
doubled. But this is after having nearly
halved its employment from 2000 to
2002. The average annual employment
in 2004 of 612 has not yet regained to
the pre-recession level of 691 jobs in
2000.
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Bakeries and tortilla manufacturing is
growing by 17.8 percent over-the-year,
a strong growth for otherwise declining
food manufacturing industries. Another
industry group, Animal slaughtering
and processing, experienced a net loss
of 551 jobs. Probably, most of the losses
in this industry group can be attributed
to one plant closure in February 2004.2
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The biotech industry, normally considered a potential high-growth area,
lost 206 jobs in Pharmaceutical and
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